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Experiments in which a single target pattern is discriminated from multiple background distracters
show that certain shaded, two-dimensional (2-D) stimuli consistent with a top-lit, polyhedral
interpretation can be processed fast (c80 msec) and in parallel. Unshaded line drawings of the same
shapes, however, are processed serially. Strong pop-out asymmetries and control experiments
involving shaded patterns that do not have familiar 3-D interpretations suggest that such fast,
parallel processing is dependent upon perception of 3-D shape. Furthermore, this process can be
influenced by contextual scene information, in a manner that is dependent upon whether the
additional cues contribute to the perception of a consistent 3-D scene. Copyright @ 1996 Elsevier
Science Ltd.
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INTRODUCTION

When we look at the world aroundus, we see it as three-
dimensional (3-D). No matter if we are viewing a
physical 3-D scene, or even just a black-and-white
photograph,our sense of shape is compelling. It is clear
that, devoid of stereo disparity and color, gray-level
images nonetheless contain many cues from which we
can build a 3-D percept—luminance edges, shading
gradients, occlusion contours, cast shadows, to name a
few. Yet which and how, and alongwhat time course, are
these cues combined in the process of 3-D perceptual
build-up? In our study, we investigate the pre-attentive
processingphase of 3-D perception.

The classical studies of preattentive vision liave dealt
mainlywith visualfeaturesof the one or two-dimensional
(2-D) world. Typical stimuli included line edges, color,
motion, as well as textonsand various 2-D shapes.These
patterns were sometimes even presented with stereo
disparity,but the stimuliwere typicallyneither displayed
nor perceived as 3-D shapes (Beck, 1966, 1967, 1982;
Olson & Attneave, 1970;Julesz, 1975,1984;Treisman &
Gelade, 1980). More recently, researchers have been
turning their attention to the realm of 3-D shapes, and
have found, to many’s surprise, that preattentive vision
does not appearto be constrained to operate only with
two-dimensionalobjects (Ramachandran, 1988; Enns &
Rensink, 1990, 1991; Braun, 1990, 1993; He &
Nakayama, 1992; Kleffner & Ramachandran, 1992;
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Sun & Perona, 1993). There is also recent clinical
evidencethat shape interpretationoccursvery early on in
the visual processinghierarchy (Symonset al., 1993).In
particular, response-time experiments by Enns & Ren-
sink (1990, 1991), showed that polyhedral targets
differing from their distracters in their perceptual 3-D
shape “pop-out” with the characteristicsof preattentive
processing. Moreover, Braun (1990, 1993), using a
double-task method, showed that smoothly shaded
circular stimuli that resemble spherical bumps or
indentations give preattentive pop-out based on 3-D
perception.

These results give rise to the following questions:

1.

2.

3.

What are the relevant features in these stimuli that
allow them to be processed in parallel as 3-D
shapes?Morespecifically,is it the shadingitself that
is important or is it actually the edge boundaries
created by the shaded regions?
Is the crucial computationperformedlocally, e.g. on
corner junctions, or is it performed globally upon
the entire shape?
Is this processa “hard-wired”, local and bottom-up
process, or can it be influenced by global and/~r
contextual information?

The first goal of this paper is to measure 3-D shape
pop-out with an experimental paradigm that involves
controlled display times and masking. This method will
allow us to both verify Enns & Rensink’s results as
obtained from response time experiments, and to
compare our results with those from previous pop-out
and texture segregation experiments involving a similar
paradigm (Bergen & Julesz, 1983;Krose, 1987;Gurnsey
& Browse, 1987;Nothdurft, 1991). ,
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The secondgoal of this paper is to investigatethe three
questions raised above using two separate sets of
experiments. The following section will deal with the
natureand spatialextentof the criticalfeature.We will be
comparingperformanceon the shadedpolyhedralpattern
found to elicit pop-out by Enns & Rensink (1990) with
that of other patterns differing in specificcharacteristics
of shading,contour,or orientation.Section 3 will address
the importance of contextual information through
experiments that contrast performance on displays that
contain 3-D contextual information with those that do
not.

PROCESSINGOF SHADEDPATTERNS

Methods

Subjects. Five female subjects and five male subjects,
all between the ages of 18 and 40 yr, participated in the
experiments.Subjectshad normalor corrected-to-normal
vision by self-report.All subjectswere naive, except for
one female subject.

Apparatus and stimuli. Images were generated on a
Silicon Graphics Indigo with an 8-bit graphics display
and a 16 msec screen refresh rate. Monitor dimensions
were 221 x 295 mm, with a resolutionof 3.47 pixels/mm.

Stimulusscreenswere viewed binocularlyat a distance
of 100 cm. Each stimulus screen contained 3, 12 or 24
items of display,with each item spanningapproximately
1.5 deg of visual angle. In screenswith 12 and 24 items,
spacing between items was approximately 3 deg,
measured from the center of one item to the center of
its nearest neighbor, with an additional random jitter of
up to 0.3 deg. For screens of three items, the separation
was larger, approximately 7.5 deg, so as to maintain a
comparable maximum eccentricity for all display sizes.
Gray levelswere producedusing equalRGB pixelvalues,
ranging from O to 256. Stimulus screens had a back-
ground RGB value of 80, which gave a measured
background luminance of 0.84 cd/m . Shaded stimuli
consistedof three regions, each of a different gray level.
The correspondingRGB pixel values were 40, 180 and
256. Line stimuli were drawn with RGB values of O.

Procedure. We used a two-alternative forced-choice
(2AFC) stimulusonset asynchrony(SOA) paradigmwith
masking. Stimulus display times ranged from 16 to 400
msec depending on the task, and were followed by a
blank inter-stimulus interval (1S1)time of O, 16 or 26
msec and a 200 msec mask, an example of which is
shown in Fig. l(B). After the mask has disappeared,
subjectswere asked to report the presence or absence of
the target pattern. Within each experiment, the target
pattern was the 180 deg rotation of the distracter pattern.
One target was present at random among multiple
distracters in 50% of the trials. Target-presenttrials and
target-absenttrialshad the same total numberof patterns.
Targetpositionwas alsorandomized,butwas constrained
to positions of 6.5 deg of eccentricity or less. Each
experimental session consisted of about 1000 trials,
presented in blocks of 35 trials,with numberof items and

duration of display held constant within a block. At the
end of each experiment, subjectswere asked to describe
theirperceptionof the stimuli.Subjectswere traineduntil
performance had stabilized, which typically took two
training sessions.

Data analysis. Performance for each SOA duration
was calculated using d-prime measurements (McNichol,
1972)derived from target-presentand target-absentdata,
resulting in one psychometric curve for each subject in
each condition. We make the assumption that, after an
initialdelay, the varianceof the noise affectingthe 2AFC
decisionis inverselyproportionalto the squareroot of the
duration of the stimulus. Therefore, the psychometric
curve was fitted, using a maximum likelihood fitting
procedure, to the following model:

dF(t) = Erf ~
s

where m denotes the initial delay, and s is inversely
proportional to the steepness of the function. The
procedure involved obtaining a two-dimensional like-
lihood distributionover a range of values for parameters
m and s. The pair of values giving the highest likelihood
was used to generate a fit to the psychometriccurve, and
the SOA duration necessary to reach 759Z0accuracy was
calculated from this fitted function. The spread of the
likelihooddistributionwas used as a measurementof the
goodness of fit. The mean SOA across subjects was
calculated by averaging the fitted SOA of each subject,
weighted by the goodness-of-fitestimate. For cases in
which target detection was so difficult that performance
did not saturatefor even the longestdisplaydurations,the
fittingwas poor. In these instances,we estimated instead,
to a 99’%confidence level, the minimum SOA duration
needed for 75Y0accuracy.This was done by normalizing
the likelihood distributionand finding the a value up to
which the area under the curve equalled 0.01. Minumum
SOA durationsacrosssubjectswere averaged and plotted
with an asterisk (*) (see Fig. 7).

Experiments

Experiment l(A) (Shaded cubes vs line patterns). In
this experiment we attempt to establish whether the
crucial component for pop-out and, arguably, pre-
attentive shape perception is the oriented edges, the
shading, or a combination of the two. We used for this
investigationone shaded and two line stimulipreviously
used by Enns & Rensink in their response time
experiments(Enns & Rensink, 1990, 1991).The shaded
pattern consists of a shaded, Y-junction embedded in a
hexagon [see Fig. l(A)]. The distracters have an upright
Y-junction and are typically interpreted as cubes sitting
on a surface with lighting from above. The target has an
upside-downY-junction,and can be seen alternativelyas
a cubewith itsbottomside exposedand lit from below,or
as a concave corner lit from above. Figure l(B) shows a
typical mask used in the shaded cubes experiments.The
line cube and line Y-junction stimuli are shown in Fig.
1(C,D). Similarlyto that for the shadedcubes, the masks
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FIGURE1. Top row showsa sample test screen (A) and a sample mask screen from the shaded cubes experiment (B). Bottom
row shows sample test screens from the line cubes experiment (C) and the line Y-junctionsexperiment (D).

for these stimuli are composedof 0,90, 180 and 270 deg
rotated versions of the respective distracter pattern.

The average SOA durations necessary for 75%
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FIGURE2. SOA for 75% accuracy for 3, 12 and 24 display sizes are
shownfor each of the three patterns: the shaded cubes, the line cubes,

and the line Y-junctions.

accuracy performance for the shaded cubes, the line
cubes, and the line Y-junctions are plotted against the
number of display items in Fig. 2. The average is taken
across 7, 5 and 4 subjects, respectively. For the shaded
cubes, performance is consistently fast across display
sizes. The necessary SOA for processing is virtually
independentof the number of distracters. When the data
are fitted to a least-squaresline, we obtain a slope of 0.8
msec/item, with a standard error of 0.6 msec/item. This
result, with P >0.09, is not significantlygreater than a
slope of zero. In contrast, necessary SOA durations for
both the line cubes and the line Y-junctions increase
dramatically with the number of distracters presented.
The fitted slopes of 5.2 msec/item for the line cubes and
6.0 msec/item for the line Y-junctions are significantly
greater than O,with P c 0.005 for both cases.

This behavior, where the fitted slope differs signifi-
cantly from zero, we will henceforth refer to as “serial”,
as opposedto the relative “parallel” behavior, as seen for
the shaded cubes. This characterizationof visual tasks as
parallel or serial,based on the observed independenceor
dependence of performance on display size, has been
made popular by Treisman and collaborators (Treisman
& Gelade, 1980;Treisman, 1982;Treisman & Patterson,
1984;Treisman & Gormican, 1988).Not all researchers,
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FIGURE3. SOA for 75% accuracy for three shadedcontrol patterns, shaded tiles (A), shaded X-junctions(B), and:shaded T-

junctions (C), are shown in comparisonwith that of the shaded cubes.

however, accept that there is a clean distinction; some
prefer the notion that different degrees of task difficulty
require different degrees of attention, resulting in a
continuum of performance slopes (Duncan & Hum-
phreys, 1989;Wolfe et al., 1992).

Experiment l(B) (Shaded 2-D patterns). The results
from Experiment l(A) show that shaded cubes, as
opposed to line cubes, may be processed fast and in
parallel. To investigate whether this fast and parallel
processing is actually related to the “3-D-ness” of the
shaded cube, we used three other patterns that, while
shaded in the same black, gray, and white tones as the
cubes, do not have typical 3-D interpretations. If these
“flat” patterns can also be processed in parallel, then
presumably the shaded cubes may also be processed in
parallel using 2-D cues only, and the apparent “3-D-

ness” of the shaded cubes may have nothingwhatsoever
to do with parallel processing.

Figure 3 shows the plots forthree such stimuli which
we call, respectively, the shaded tiles, the shaded T-
junction, and the shaded X-junction, in comparisonwith
the plot for the shaded cubes.The tile and the X-junction
patternswere originallyused by Enns & Rensink(1990).
Data were collected from four different subjects for the
tile experiment and five subjects each for the T-junction
and the X-junction experiments. For three items of
display, performances for the tiles and the T-junctions
are, if anything, even better than that for shaded cubes.
However,when displaysize is increased,necessary SOA
durations for all three 2-D patterns are more strongly
affected than that of the shaded cubes. The fitted slopes
for the tile, T-junction, and X-junction patterns are all
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FIGURE4. The graphon the right summarizessubjects’performancefor this hexagonalshadedpattern (left). The performance
is parallel for target-absent trials.
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FIGURE5. Stimulusdisplayscreen from thepyramidsexperimentis shownon the left, and the results are shownon the adjacent
graph (right).

greater than 3.0 msec/item, and all significantlygreater
than O,with P <0.005. Enns & Rensink’sresponse time
experiments (1990) also show that the tile and the X-
junction patterns are processed serially.

While the shadedcubeswere recognizedas convex, lit-
from-above cubes without exception, none of the other
patterns shown in this experiment prompted 3-D inter-
pretations, except for the shaded tiles, which one subject
voluntarily labeled as stairs.

Experiment l(C) (Shaded Y-junctions). The normal
orientation shaded cube pattern is composed of a central
upright, shaded Y-junction and a hexagonal outline
forming three arrow-junctionsand three L-junctions. In
Experiment l(D), we ask whether this upright, shadedY-
junction is sufficientfor fast, parallel 3-D perception, or
whether the hexagonal outline that completes the figure
of the cube is also necessary.To investigatethe effect of
the boundary contour, we embedded the Y-junction in
three other outlines.

When the Y-junction is embedded in a 30 deg rotation
of the outline of the cube, the resulting pattern can be

interpreted as a dodecahedron(Fig. 4, left). Only two of
the fivesubjectsrecognizedit as such,however,while all
described it as being less obviously three-dimensional
than the shaded cube. Embedding the Y-junction in a
diamond-shapedoutline results in a pattern that resem-
bles a truncated pyramid (Fig. 5, left). While all six
subjects reported seeing the distracters as obviously
three-dimensional at long display durations, they com-
mented that the display was confusing and difficult to
organize at short display durations. The results (Figs 4
and 5, right) show that necessarySOA durationsfor both
these patterns are dependent on display size, with
P <0.005, reflecting the perception that these patterns
look less consistently3-D than the shaded cube.

We also embedded the shaded Y-junctionin a circular
outline (Fig. 6, left), resulting in a pattern that may be
perceived as a 2-D pie chart. In itself, this pattern cannot
be interpreted as a complete 3-D shape viewed under
non-accidentalconditions,but, if occlusionis postulated,
it can be seen as one corner of a 3-D shape that-is being
viewed through a circular aperture. Data coIIectedfrom
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FIGURE7. “Reverse” orientationshadedcubes are shownon the left. Results from this experimentare shownon the graph on
the right.

five subjectsrevealed that this was the easiest task of all,
even easier than the shaded cubes (see Fig. 6, right). The
least-squares-fitline has a slope of 0.6 msec/item, and is
not significantly greater than O (P > 0.05). While this
pattern does not actually correspondto any complete3-D
object and may not look convincing 3-D when stared at
on a static display, subjects reported that, during the
experiment,the patterns looked like cornersof cubes that
are illuminated by circular spotlights or spikes sticking
out through a curtain, vividly 3-D in any case.

Experiment l(D) (Pop-out asymmetries). Nine differ-
ent patterns have been investigatedin the previous three
experiments. Of these nine, only two, the shaded cubes
and the shaded pies, appear to be processed fast and in
parallel. It is often the case that when the target and
distracter patterns of a parallel task are reversed,
performancesuddenlybecomes serial. Such asymmetries
are often used as a diagnostic in the search for primary
visual features (Treisman & Gormican, 1988; Williams
& Julesz, 1992). In this experiment we investigate

whether our two parallel tasks will also become serial
when the target and distracter patterns are reversed.

Figure7 (left) illustratesthe “reverse” conditionof the
shaded cubes experiment. Compared to the “normal”
condition shown in Fig. l(A), the target and distracter
patterns are reversed. Since the target and distracter
patterns are related by a 180 deg rotation, the “reverse”
conditioncan be seen simply as a 180 deg rotationof the
“normal” condition.We report a dramatic asymmetryin
performancebetween the normal and reverse conditions.
For the 24-item case of the reverse condition, perfor-
mance did not saturatefor any of the fivesubjects,even at
the longest display duration. The estimated minimum
SOA time (see Data analysis)averaged across subjectsis
plotted with an asterisk (*) instead. Since reliable 75%
correct SOA times cannotbe attainedfrom the data, only
the data points for the 3- and 12-itemdisplayswere used
for line-fitting.The resultingfitted line has a slope of 6.5
msec/item,and is significantlygreater than O(P c 0.005).

This asymmetry in performance is correlated with a
perceptual asymmetry. While all subjects reported that
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FIGURE8. “Reverse” orientationshadedpies are shownon the left. Resultsfromthis experimentare shownon the graphon the
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FIGURE9. Experimentswere conductedon gapped Y-junctionin circles of two sizes (top). The correspondingperformance
graph is shownbelow each pattern.

the distracter in the normal conditionexperimentlooked four subjects, in comparison with that of the “normal”
like lit-from-above convex cubes, and were strongly conditionshadedpies (right).The asymmetryis apparent.
three-dimensional, none of the subjects reported 3-D While performancefor the normal conditionshaded pies
interpretation for the background items in the reverse does not depend significantlyupon display size, perfor-
condition. mance for the reverse-conditionsshaded pies does, at a

Figure 8 shows the “reverse” condition of the shaded rate of 3.4 msec/item (P c 0.001).
pies (left) and the resultingperformance,averagedacross Experiment l(E) (Y-junctionin circles). The results so
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far suggest that the normal orientationshadedY-junction
itself might be a salient feature in 3-D processing. To
further explore this idea, we separated the shadedregions
of the shadedpie from each other with a gap of about0.2
deg. Two gapped patterns were used, one with shaded
regions of the same area as the no-gap pies (Fig. 9, top
left), and the other with a total area that was the same as
the no-gap pies (Fig. 9, top right). Data were collected
from four subjects for the large-gapped pies and two
subjects for the small-gappedpies. Results show that the
gaps make a significantdifference (Fig. 9, bottom). Both
the large and the small-gappedpies have slopes that are
significantlygreater than O(P c 0.005). Again, there is a
correlation between 3-D interpretationand performance;
subjects did not report 3-D interpretationfor either sizes
of gapped pies.

Discussion

Parallelprocessing of 3-D shapes.We confirmEnns &
Rensink’sfinding that the shaded pattern consistentwith
the interpretation of a top-lit cube can be processed in
parallel.We showthat thisparallelprocessingis alsofast,
requiring display durations of less than 80 msec,
comparable to fast 2-D pop-outand texture segmentation
processes (Bergen & Julesz, 1983;Krose, 1987;Gurnsey
& Browse, 1987;Nothdurft, 1991).

Our results support the idea that mechanismscomput-
ing some aspects of 3-D shape are involved in this fast,
parallel processing. Both the results of experiment l(B)
(Fig. 3), which involvedshaded patterns that do not have
3-D interpretations, and those of experiment l(D), the
asymmetryexperiments(Figs7 and 8), serve as evidence.
Asymmetry in performance-is seen for both the shaded
cubes task and the shaded pies task. While the normal
orientation tasks are distinctly easy for both, the reverse
orientation tasks are significantly more difficult. Since
the normal displays and reverse displays are merely 180
deg rotationsof each other, they are entirelyequivalentin
2-D terms. The vast perceptual difference “betweenthe
two must therefore lie in their different 3-D interpreta-
tions, and a clear perceptual difference was in fact
spontaneously reported by all our naive subjects. An
analogous asymmetry was found also by Braun (1990,
1993) using smoothly shaded “bubble” stimuli.

Shading stimuli vs line stimuli. In their 1991 paper,
Enns & Rensink show that, in a responsetime paradigm,
tasks involving line cubes require search times that
increase from approximately 500 to 700 msec as the
display size is increased from one to six to 12 items.
Other line patterns that do not have 3-D interpretations
require search times that increase from 500 to more than
1000msec. Their conclusionis that the visual systemcan
process iine arrow and Y-junctions preattentively,
extracting 3-D structure rapidly and in parallel.

Our results, however, indicate otherwise (see Fig. 2).
We find shading to be a crucial cue for driving this fast
parallel process. When the shaded cube was replaced by
an equivalent line drawing, performance was signifi-
cantly compromised [experiment l(A)] and became

serial. We suspect that the difference between our
findings is a consequence of our different experimental
paradigms. Recent experiments (Sun & Perona, 1995,
1996)suggest that 3-D shape mechanismsdriven by line
drawings may be used for discriminationwhen display
durations exceed 250 msec. In a response time experi-
ment, where display durations are several hundreds of
milliseconds, these mechanismsmay be used to accom-
plish the task, thereby obscuring the the differences
between the shaded and the line-drawingcases.

The shaded Y-junction.Results from experiments 1(D
and E) indicatethe normal orientationshaded Y-junction
to be an important cue for preattentive 3-D processing.
We find the shaded pies task to be even easier than the
shaded cubes task (Fig. 6). This extreme ease of
processing is disrupted, however, when the contingent
shaded regions of the Y-junction are separated by a gap
(Fig. 9).

One interpretation is that the simple and fast 3-D
mechanism begins locally by processing the central Y-
junctions. If no intrinsicsurroundingcornerjunctions are
present, it proceeds quickly to completion. This may
apply to the case of the shaded pies. Subjects described
this display as resembling convex corners seen through
circular apertures.It is possiblethat the three rounded T-
junctions on the surround are perceived as the results of
occlusion, and are therefore not considered as intrinsic
corners of the figure. In such a case, only the central Y-
junction would need to be processed in order to achieve a
3-D percept.

When the surroundingcorner junctions fit the config-
uration of a familiar 3-D shape, as in the case of the
cubes, they are integrated with relative ease, at a small
cost in processing time (Fig. 6). When the surrounding
corner junctions cannot be easily integrated with the
central junction to form a familiar shape, however, this
basic mechanism fails. While a 3-D interpretation is
possible for both the dodecahedron and the truncated
pyramid stimuli, these patterns, containing T-junctions
and L-junctions that cannot be readily perceived as
resulting from occlusion, are accidental views of their
possible physical interpretations(see Figs 4 and 5). The
cube pattern, on the other hand, with a combination of
arrow junctions and L-junctions on the surround, is a
generic view of the prototypicalcube (see Nakayama &
Shimojo, 1992). Neither of these two other accidental
views are as common and familiar as the generic cube
view. This correlates with the subjects’ perception that
these shapes are unconvincingly 3-D or difficult to
interpret during short durationsof display.

A convex lit-from-abovedetector.Asymmetricpop-out
is a topic of interest in the study of preattentive vision
becauseit is indicativeof thepresenceof a detectorthat is
specialized for one of the two stimuli, but not both
(Treisman & Gelade, 1980; Williams & Julesz, 1992).
The asymmetrywe find in experiment l(D) suggeststhat
this early vision 3-D mechanism also has a preferred
stimulus, either a convex lit-from-above shape or a
concave lit-from-aboveshape.
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The feature detectiontheoryproposedby Treisman and
collaboratorsargues that if a single detector is used in a
pop-out task, the task will be easier when the detector is
specializedfor the target, rather than the distracters.If the
distracters are favored by the detector and the target is
not, then the task is predicted to be more difficult.This
line of reasoning would explain the asymmetry we
observe by postulating the existence of a concave lit-
from-above detector. However, since our subjects con-
sistentlyreported easy perceptionof convex shapeswhen
the background stimuli were convex lit-from-above
patterns, and no perception of shape, be it concave or
convex, when the background stimuli were concave lit-
from-above patterns, we prefer the hypothesis that the
convex lit-from-aboveshape computationis the one that
is primarily subserved by this early vision 3-D mechan-
ism.

Our preference might be accommodated by an
alternative theory: Rubenstein & Sagi (1990) have
suggestedthat asymmetriesin pop-outperformancehave
to do as much with the level of “noise” generatedby the
background as with the “signal” associated with the
target. If shading patterns that promote a top-lit, convex
percept (such as the normal orientation shaded Y-
junction) are preferred by this 3-D mechanism, then, as
distracters, they would generate a minimum of back-
ground noise. Among such a “quiet” background, the
target could be spotted fast and in parallel. On the other
hand, if the distracters are shaded patterns that do not
promote the preferred interpretation (e.g., the upside-
down shaded Y-junction), the background noise level
would be high. To detect the signal generated by the
target among such a noisybackgroundwould then require
a serial search. Recent experiments(Sun& Perona, 1995,
1996) suggest that the most important cue for 3-D pop-
out is reflectance,rather than 3-D shape or luminance.A
percept of top-lit, convex shape leads to discounting of
apparentluminance,resultingin a more uniformapparent
reflectance.Top-lit, convex distracters would result in a
quiet background and easy target detection, while
distracters that do not promote such an interpretation
would result in a noisy background and difficult target
detection.

INFLUENCEOF CONTEXTUALINFORMATION

The results from the previous pop-out experiments
suggest the existenceof mechanismsthat can compute3-
D interpretationsof shaded patterns composing a scene
fast and in parallel. We also found that subject
performance is highly correlated with reports of easy
3-D scene interpretationduringshortdisplaydurations.Is
this 3-D pop-out based solely on local mechanisms, or
can this processbe influencedby globaland/orcontextual
information? The following set of experiments investi-
gate this question.

Methods

Experimental set-up. The same 2AFC SOA with
masking paradigm was used for this second set of

experiments.In experiments2(A and B), 6, 12, 18 or 24
items of display were used. In test experiments, items
ranged in size from 0.9 to 2.6 deg and were arranged
accordingto size (See Fig. 1.1,top row and Fig. 12, left).
In addition, one condition involved a background that
suggested the context of a room. The background was
displayed throughout the duration of the experiment. In
control experiments,all items had the same size (1.5 deg
of visual angle), and no background context cues were
used. In experiment2(C), 3, 6 or 12 itemswere displayed
at an eccentricityof 4.3 deg of visual angle, with random
jitter of up to 0.3 deg. In test experiments,the items were
displayedwithin a wall frame that has a 3-D interpreta-
tion. In controlexperiments,the frame did not have a 3-D
interpretation (see Fig. 15). Both 2-D and 3-D frames
were displayed statically throughout the experiment.

Data analysis. Psychometric curves were fitted using
the same method as in experimental series 1. SOA
durations necessary for obtaining 75% accuracy were
estimated for both test and control conditions for each
subject. Individual improvements were combined by
weighted averaging to give the mean improvement and
an associatedstandard error. Data are presented in terms
of mean improvementof performance under test condi-
tions with respect to control conditions.The probability
that improvement is significantly greater than zero is
given as a measure of confidence.

Experiments

Experiment 2(A). We see from Fig. 10 that cubes of
different sizes make a much harder task than cubes of all
the same size, a size that is about the averageof the cubes
in the different-sizescondition.Necessary SOA duration
for the largestdisplaysize increasesmore than 100msec.
In experiment2(A),we investigatethe conditionin which
the cubes are of different sizes, but are arranged in an
orderly size gradient.

In one display condition, the arrangement mimics the
effect of cubessittingon the ground,recedingoff into the
distance (Fig. 11, top-left). Figure 11 (bottom-left)plots
the results in terms of improvement over control
condition of same-sized cubes, with degradation of
performance represented as negative improvement.
There is an impairmentof 20-30 msec.

When the perspective cues were reinforced by a
background room context (Fig. 11, top-right), however,
we found an overall trend of improvement. The
confidencelevels of improvementfor the four increasing
display sizes are 93%, >99%, >999Z0and 96’%0,respec-
tively. Subjects reported that the perspective sizing
enhanced the 3-D percept and made the task easier. In
contrast, for what we call the ceiling perspective with
room context (Fig. 12),which is a rather unusualviewing
conditionthat doesnot fitwith the apparentorientationof
the shaded. cubes, resultscompiled from three subjects
show significant negative effects for the larger display
sizes.

Experiment 2(B). Experiment 2(B) deals with the
effect of contextual information on reverse orientation
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Effects of Floor Perspective with Room Context
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in floor perspective (left) and normal orientation cubes in a. .
roomcontext as ‘wellas in floorperspective(right). Bottomro-wshowsthe”resp”ectiveeffects of these enhancementsin terms of

improvement.These plots reflect the data collected from four and three subjects, respectively.

cubes. Three subjects were tested on the ceiling
perspective only experiment, and two subjects were
tested on the one that included a room context.

When only perspective is used, we see a generally
insignificanteffect, except for the 6-item case (Fig. 13,
left). When room context is added, however, the
improvement becomes significant (confidence level at
>9990for all display sizes), and especially large for the
two larger display sizes (Fig. 13, right). Although we

originally thought that these reverse orientation cubes
would be best perceived as cubes hanging from the
ceiling and, therefore, a floor perspective should hinder
performance, some subjects reported that the floor
perspective enhanced perception of the 3-D scene by
allowing the stimuli that were previously difficult to
interpret to be perceived as cubes balanced on a single
vertex.

To test our hypothesis that the reverse orientation
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FIGURE 12. Normal orientation cubes were arranged in ceiling perspective and room context (left). The improvementof this
conditionover the standard task is shownon the right.
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FIGURE 13. Reverse orientationcubes arrangedin floorperspective (left) and with room context (right) are shownon the top
row. Bottom graphs depict the respective effects.

cubes might be best perceived as bottom-lit cubes
hanging from the ceiling, we tested three subjects on
stimuli consistingof reversed cubes arranged in a ceiling
perspective, as shown on the left of Fig. 14. Data were
only collectedfor three displaysizes: 12, 18 and 24 items.
We see overall improvement that is correlated with
subjects’ reports of enhanced 3-D perception (Fig. 14,
right). The confidence levels of improvement for the
three increasingdisplay sizes are >9970,>9970,and 97$Z0.

Experiment 2(C). In this experiment, we extend our
investigationof contextual effects to a pattern other than
the shaded cube. For a rotated Y-junction in a square,
which may be interpretedas a hole, we ask the question:

how does a context that has either a consistent or an
inconsistent 3-D interpretation with respect to its
embedded patterns affect performance? Figure 15(A
and B) shows the displays which have distracter holes
that are respectivelyconsistentand inconsistentwith the
3-D wall frame. For control, an analogous surrounding
frame that has no 3-D interpretation was used [Fig.
15(C)].

Data were collected from four subjects for the
consistent 3-D frame experiment, and three subjects for
the inconsistent3-D frame experiment. Compared with
the controls, the 3-D frame that was consistentwith the
distracterholes facilitatedperformancesignificantly,at a
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FIGURE14.Reverseorientationcubeswere also tested in ceilingperspective(left). The results are summarizedon this graphin
terms of improvement(right).

confidencelevel of >99% for every display size. There is
also a trend for larger improvementsto occur for larger
display sizes (Fig. 16, left).

The 3-D frame inconsistentwith the distracter holes
did not lead to statistically significant improvementsor
impairments (Fig. 16, right). For the inconsistentframe
case, some subjects saw the distracters as protruding
cones, which would be consistentwith the shadingof the
frame, instead of inconsistentholes. Other subjects saw
the distracters as inconsistentholes only.We suspectthat
performance may have been facilitated for those who
formed the consistent percept, but not for those who
formed only the inconsistentpercept. This dichotomy in
perception might explain the large error bars.

Discussion

The results from all three sets of inducement experi-
ments suggest that contextual information influences
perception and performance. There are instances of
improvementas well as impairment,with effects that are
generally larger for the larger display sizes [Figs 10-12,
Fig. 13 (left), Fig. 16 (right)]. We believe that these
results can be best understood as a combination of
bottom-up textural effects and top-down expectation
effects.

Texturaleffects.Figure 10showsa correlationbetween
the disruption of textural uniformity and the breakdown
of perceptual pop-out. This result suggests the involve-
ment of textural mechanisms alongside the fast and
parallel processing of 3-D shapes.

Dramatic impairmentof performanceis “rescued” to a
large extent, however, if the different-sized cubes,
instead of being positioned at random, are arranged
according to size (Fig. 11, left). The largest increase in
necessary SOA is about 30 msec instead of over 100
msec. We suggestthat this partial rescue is due to the fact
that the cubes, when arranged accordingto size, give rise
to a texture that is, at least locally, homogeneous.
Backgroundhomogeneityhas been shownto have a large
effect on search efficiency(Duncan & Humphreys,1989;
Wolfe et al., 1992).The remaining impairmentcould be
explained if the texture mechanism preferentially sub-

servesuniformtextures,or if some of these cubes are of a
size that hinders discrimination, either too big or too
small.

Not only can the texture gradient perform partial
rescue, we see from experiment 2(B) that it can even
enhance performance in the difficult task involving
reverse orientation cubes [Fig. 13 (left) and Fig. 14]. In
particular, reverse cubes shown in a ceiling perspective
resulted in a large improvement.For the 18-itemdisplay,
the improvementis around 100 msec.

It is well known that texture density gradients can
induce the percept of a receding plane (Gibson, 1950).
We suggest that the textural mechanisms for the
perception of surface slant are engaged here. When the
reverse cubes are shown in perspective view, textural
mechanismsfor extractingground-planeslant are driven
by the apparent texturegradient.The resultingpercept of
a surface in 3-D would enhance the interpretationof the
display as a physical scene, allowing the patterns to be
perceived as 3-D shapes. Subjects’ reports confirm that,
indeed, the ceiling perspective enhanced the perception
of the patterns as cubes hangingfrom the ceiling. For the
floorperspectivecondition,some subjectsdescribed that
the reverse orientationcubes looked like cubes balanced
on a vertex.

In experiment 2(C), the effect of contextual informa-
tion is extended to a stimulusother than the shadedcube.
We find that a consistent wall frame improves perfor-
mance while an inconsistent one does not. We suggest
that textural effects may be at work here also. Textural
density has been shown to be an important factor in
texture segmentationexperiments(Julesz, 1981).For the
consistent-frame experiment, the upper-right corner of
the wall has the exact same configurationas that of the
target [Fig. 15(A)]. This corner junction adds to the
texturaldensityof the target pattern, and may increase its
saliency, consequentlyimprovingperformance.

Expectation effects. Textural mechanisms, however,
cannot accountfor all of our observedcontextualeffects.
Evidence from experiments 2(A and B) points to an
influence other than textural effects. Adding a back-
groundroom contextgave strong effects in all cases [Fig.
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FIGURE 15. Consistent distracter holes in 3-D wall (A), inconsistent
distracter holes in 3-D wall (B), and frame with no 3-D interpretation

for control experiments (C).

11 (right), Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 (right)]. In Fig. 11, we see
that while perspectivecues alone counteractedsomewhat
the effect of differential sizing, the background room
context actually led to significantimprovementfor some
display sizes. Similarly, in experiment 2(B), the im-
provement went from being insignificantfor all but the
smallest display size to being statistically significantfor
every display size when the room backgroundwas added
(Fig. 13). Improvementsfor the 18- and 24-itemdisplays
were particularly large.

Can these effects be explained also by bottom-up

textural mechanisms? Perhaps the two shaded junctions
that made up the back corners of the room provided
additionaltexturaldensity?This is unlikelybecause these
junctions do not have the same configurationor shading
as either the distracters or the target. Perhaps the
luminance discontinuity formed by the top or the base
of the two side walls, depending on the experiment,
served as “guidelines” for perceiving the texture
gradient, thereby facilitating the texture gradient mech-
anisms for extracting surface slant? Again, we believe
this effect to be minimal at most, since these lines are
quite short, spanning less than a quarter of the height of
the display.

We suggest, as an alternative, top-down expectation
effects. Both the background room context in experi-
ments 2(A and B) and the wall frame in experiment2(C)
were statically displayed on the screen and did not flash
on and off at shortdurationswith the target and distracter
stimuli. These static background displays may have
served as a constantreminder that the stimuli about to be
flashedon shouldbe given a particular3-D interpretation.
When the flashed stimuli were consistent with the
preconceivedscene interpretation,perceptionwas facili-
tated, and performance was enhanced [Fig. 11 (right),
Fig. 13(right)and Fig. 16(left)].On the otherhand,when
the flashed stimuli were inconsistent with the precon-
ceived interpretation, performance was impaired (Fig.
12).This expectationeffect may be related to the idea of
top-down guidance in the “guided search model”
proposed by Wolfe and collaborators. In the guided
search model, attentioncan be guided in parallel by top-
down information, allowing for increased search effi-
ciency (Cave & Wolfe, 1990;Wolfe et al., 1989).

GENERALDISCUSSION

Our 2AFC short duration SOA experiments confirm
Enns & Rensink’s finding that three-dimensionalshape
from shading can be processed in parallel. We believe
that this fast and parallelprocessingis dependentupon 3-
D informationbecause:

1.

2.

3.

4,

5.

Shaded stimuli that are easily interpretable as
familiar three dimensionalshapes are processedfast
and in parallel, while similar control stimuli that do
not have such interpretationare not.
Distracter-target reversal experiments that are
equivalent in two-dimensionalspace, differing only
in their 3-D interpretations, show asymmetry in
performance.This asymmetryis seen with the cubes
as well as the Y-junction in circles.
3-D contextual information can influence perfor-
mance, both positively and negatively, depending
on the degree to which the context contributesto a
consistent 3-D interpretation, as suggested by the
results of experiments2(A, B and C).
Subjects’ reports of 3-D perception coincide with
performance that indicates fast, parallel processing.
Moreover, our results suggest that this parallel 3-D
process has the following characteristics.
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Has fast processing times

For the normal orientation shaded cubes and pies, our
experiments yielded necessary SOA durations between
30 and 80 msec. These results suggest fast processing
times for shaded 3-D stimuli, comparable to the ones
previouslyreported in the classical “pop-out” and texture
segregation experiments conducted using 2-D stimuli
(Bergen & Julesz, 1983; Krose, 1987; Gurnsey &
Browse, 1987;Nothdurft, 1991).

Prefers shaded stimuli

Unlike the results reported by Enns & Rensink(1991),
our results indicatethat unshadedline stimulido not drive
this fast and parallel process. They are processed more
slowly and more serially.Other experimentalresults also
support our finding that shading is a crucial component
for 3-D pop-out; shaded bubbles, which contain no
internal line edges, are found to be processed in parallel
also (Braun, 1990, 1993).

Computes locally on the Y-junction
The normal orientation shaded Y-junction is a salient

cue recognized by this 3-D process. Results from
experiments 1(C and E) suggest that computationbegins
locally at the Y-junction, and that perception of a
complete 3-D solid is not necessary.

Subservesfamiliar shapes
Familiar shapes in generic views drive this process

better than unfamiliar ones. This is evidenced by the
asymmetry experiments in experiment l(D), as well as
experiment l(C). Convex, top-lit shapes, are processed
with ease, while concave or bottom-lit shapes are not.
Generic views of familiar shapes, such as the cube, are
preferred. A similar positive effect of familiarity on
search tasks concerning 2-D line patterns was reported
recently by Wang et al. (1994). They also found that
performance is better when the distracters are familiar,
than when the targets are.

Is influencedby contextual information

Our second set of experiments show that this 3-D
process can be influenced by contextual information.
Consistent contextual information that enhances the
perception of a 3-D scene facilitates this process and
improves performance, and inconsistent contextual
information can impair performance. We suggest that
these influences are mediated by bottom-up textural
mechanismsas well as top-down expectation effects.
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